A theory for analysis of cell populations with non-cycling S phase cells.
Analyses of cell populations that have been labeled in vivo with analogs of thymidine that are incorporated by cells synthesizing DNA and then monitored over time by bivariate flow cytometry sometimes detect populations of cells that have S phase DNA content but that have not acquired label. Two alternative explanations for the lack of labeling are that either the cells were not exposed to the label or that the cells stopped DNA synthesis and ceased progression through S phase. To help determine which scenario is the more likely, a model has been devised for studying a population of cells that includes the possibility that cells in S phase will cease DNA synthesis. In this model, the initial fraction of unlabeled cells in S phase depends on two rates: the growth rate of the total population and the number of cells that cease progression through S phase per unit time. The model is used to analyze the changing quantities which can be measured by monitoring the population of cells over time and is used to estimate the two rates required to compute the initial fraction of unlabeled S phase cells. Thus, the initial fraction of unlabeled cells can be compared with that predicted by the population dynamics to determine whether one explanation for the failure of some cells to be labeled is preferable to the other, which in turn might offer information about tumor microvascular or cytologic properties.